


 

Unapproved layouts regularisation scheme (G.O.Ms.No.78 & 172, Housing and Urban Development Department, dated: 4.5.2017 & 13.10.2017)

Submission of application through online (website address (URL): www.tnlayoutreg.in). 

[Request for in-principle clearance for layout (regularisation of layout)]. Last date for

application submission under the scheme is 3.11.2018. 

* Submit hard copies of documents to CMDA or the appropriate field office of the Town 

and Country Planning Department for obtaining in-principle clearance for the layout.

Eligibility: Plot in an Unapproved layout in 

which atleast one plot sold out on or before 

20.10.2016 are eligible to for  regularisation of 

entire layout and individual plots.

Scrutiny fee of Rs.500/- per unsold plot to 

be paid online by layout promoter or 

purchaser per owned plot.

Local Planning authority

to cross check the list of  unapproved layout received from the concerned local body with 

the list of applications received online for layout

Site inspection  for the online application by the  CMDA Officer or the field office of Town and Country Planning

**Rules to be followed for  granting i in principle approval  for  lay out draiwing

***Act and rules to be complied with

*Documents to be submitted for reg. of unapproved layout:

1.A copy of sale deed 
2.A copy of layout and self declaration and a stamped paper as mentioned 
in the web page.

1. access  road width not  less than 4.8m for urban and 3.6m for rural 

areas. 

2. accepting the roads of the layout as in where in basis except to 

extend  the road  to the bounday to provide access to the adjacent  

land. 

once in princple clearance is cleared to the layout  then  the road  and OSR area deemed to 

be have been gifted to the concerned   local  body  lay out drawing will be sent with the 

details of charges and fees to be remitted by applicant  per SQ.ft of plot  area. 

Drawing showing road and OSR pattern of the layout sent 

to the local body for carrying out corrections in the field 

and to gift the public spaces like roads and OSR

Demand letter sent to the applicant for 

payment of balance  like charges 

Development  and  regularisation charges.

Individual plot owners can obtain regularisation order for their plots from the local body after payment of 

applicable charges and fees prescribed as above. Layout promoter can also obtain regularisation for the 

unsold plots after payment of these charges.  

**** Consequences of non-regularisation

Electricity, Water supply and Sewerage connections will not be given  or disconnected  Building 

Permission  and Registration of unapproved plots will not be done.

***Act and rules to be complied with

Central Acts relating to Civil Aviation, Air Force Station Defence 

Regulations, Coastal Zone Regulations  

Tamil Nadu District Municipalities(Hill Stations) Building Rules,1993

Development Regulations of CMDA for Acquifier Recharge Areas and Red 

Hills Catchment areas 

Local bodies to simultaneously prepare a list 

of unapproved layouts before 20.10.2016 

within their juridiction and forward to the 

appropriate filed office of the DTCP.
to prepare plan Suo moto by the planning 

authority 

for the unapproved layouts  event thouhgt not 

applied online but finds place in the list provided 

by the Local Body.


